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Abstract. The process of learning from imbalanced datasets has been
deeply studied for binary and multi-class classiﬁcation. This problem also
aﬀects to multi-label datasets. Actually, the imbalance level in multi-label
datasets uses to be much larger than in binary or multi-class datasets.
Notwithstanding, the proposals on how to measure and deal with imbalanced datasets in multi-label classiﬁcation are scarce.
In this paper, we introduce two measures aimed to obtain information
about the imbalance level in multi-label datasets. Furthermore, two preprocessing methods designed to reduce the imbalance level in multi-label
datasets are proposed, and their eﬀectiveness is validated experimentally.
Finally, an analysis for determining when these methods have to be applied depending on the dataset characteristics is provided.
Keywords: Multi-label Classiﬁcation, Imbalanced Datasets, Preprocessing, Measures.

1

Introduction

Classiﬁcation is one of the most important tasks in the ﬁeld of supervised learning. Multi-label classiﬁcation (MLC) [1] is a generalization of binary and multiclass classiﬁcation, as it does not impose an a priori limit to the number of
elements that the set of outputs can hold. This type of classiﬁcation is receiving
signiﬁcant attention lately, and it is being applied in ﬁelds such as text categorization [2] and music labeling [3], among others.
The data used for learning a classiﬁer is often imbalanced, as the class labels
assigned to each instance are not equally represented. This is a profoundly examined problem [4], but almost limited to binary datasets and to a lesser extent to
multi-class datasets. That most multi-label datasets (MLDs) suﬀer from a large
level of imbalance is a commonly accepted fact in the specialized literature [5],
but there is a lack of measures to obtain information about it. In addition, and to
the best of our knowledge, the proposals made until now to deal with imbalance
in MLC have been focused in algorithmic adaptations of MLC algorithms [5–7],
but none of them provides a general way of handling this problem.
J.-S. Pan et al. (Eds.): HAIS 2013, LNAI 8073, pp. 150–160, 2013.
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In this paper two measures directed to determine the level of imbalance in
MLDs are introduced, and two preprocessing methods aimed at reducing the
imbalance in MLDs are proposed. The usefulness of the measures and eﬀectiveness of the methods are proven experimentally, using diﬀerent MLDs and MLC
algorithms. The analysis of classiﬁcation results provides a convenient guide in
order to decide when an MLD suﬀers of imbalance and, therefore, could beneﬁt
from the preprocessing.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 brieﬂy describes the
MLC and the learning from imbalanced data problems. Section 3 introduces
the imbalance problem in MLC, and presents the main proposals of the study
which are the measures and preprocessing methods cited above. In Section 4
the experimental framework is described, and the results obtained are analyzed.
Finally, the conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2
2.1

Preliminaries
Multi-label Classification

In many application domains [2,3,8] each data sample is associated with a set of
labels, instead of only one class label as in binary and multi-class classiﬁcation.
Therefore, Y being the total set of labels in an MLD D, a multi-label classiﬁer
must produce as output a set Zi ⊆ Y with the predicted labels for the i-th
sample. As each distinct label in Y could appear in Zi , the total number of
potential diﬀerent combinations would be 2|Y | . Each one of these combinations
is called a labelset. The same labelset can appear in several instances of D.
There are two main approaches [1] to accomplish an MLC task: data transformation and algorithm adaptation. The former aims to produce from an MLD a
dataset or group of datasets which can be processed with traditional classiﬁers,
while the latter has the objective of adapting existent classiﬁcation algorithms
in order to work with MLDs. Among the transformation methods the most popular are those based in the binarization of the MLD, such as Binary Relevance
(BR) [9] and Ranking by Pairwise Comparison [10], and the Label Powerset
(LP) [11] transformation, which produces a multi-class dataset from an MLD.
In the algorithm adaptation approach there are proposals of multi-label C4.5
trees [12], algorithms based in nearest neighbors such as ML-kNN [13], multilabel neural networks [2, 14], and multi-label SVMs [15], among others.
There are some speciﬁc measures to characterize MLDs, such as label cardinality Card and label density Dens. The former is the average number of active
labels per sample in an MLD, while the latter is calculated as Card/|Y | in order
to obtain a dimensionless measure.
2.2

Classification with Imbalanced Data

The learning from imbalanced data problem is founded on the diﬀerent distributions of class labels in the data [4], and it has been thoroughly studied in the
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context of binary classiﬁcation. In this context, the measurement of the imbalance level in a dataset is obtained as the ratio of the number of samples of the
majority class and the number associated to the minority class, being known as
imbalance ratio (IR) [16]. The higher the IR, the larger is the imbalance level.
The diﬃculty in the learning process with this kind of data is due to the design
of most classiﬁers, as their main goal is to reduce some global error rate [16].
This approach tends to penalize the classiﬁcation of the minority classes.
In binary and multi-class classiﬁcation the imbalance problem has been mainly
faced using two diﬀerent approaches: data preprocessing [17] and cost sensitive
classiﬁcation [18]. The former is based on the rebalancing of class distributions,
either deleting instances of the most frequent class (undersampling) or adding
new instances of the least frequent one (oversampling). Random undersampling
(RUS) [19], random oversampling (ROS) and SMOTE [20] are among the most
used preprocessing methods to equilibrate imbalanced datasets. The advantage
of the preprocessing approach is that it can be applied as a general method
to solve the imbalance problem, independently of the classiﬁcation algorithms
applied once the datasets have been preprocessed.

3

The Imbalance Problem in MLC

444

Most MLDs [21] have hundreds of labels, being each instance associated with a
subset of them. Intuitively, it is easy to see that the more diﬀerent labels exist, the
more possibilities there are that some of them have a very low presence. In Figure
1, which represents the sample distribution per label of CAL500 dataset, this fact
can be veriﬁed. However, as will be seen in Section 4, it is not straightforward
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to infer the imbalance level from measures such as Card and Dens, which are
the most widely used in the literature in order to characterize MLDs.
Many of the proposals made in the literature [5–7] for dealing with imbalanced
datasets in MLC claim the imbalanced nature of MLDs, but none of them oﬀer a
procedure to measure it. Furthermore, most of these proposals aim to deal with
the imbalance problem by means of algorithmic adaptations of MLC classiﬁers or
the use of ensembles of classiﬁers. Therefore, there is a need for speciﬁc measures
which can be used to obtain information about the imbalance level in MLDs,
as well as some way able to face this problem while maintaining the use of the
usual MLC algorithms.
3.1

Proposals on How to Measure the Imbalance Level in MLC

In traditional classiﬁcation the imbalance level is measured taking into account
only two classes: the majority class and the minority class. However, many MLDs
have hundreds of labels, and several of them may have a very low presence. For
that reason, it is important to deﬁne the level of imbalance in MLC considering
not only two labels, but all of them. In this scenario, we propose the use of the
following measures:
– IRperLabel : It is calculated for each label as the ratio between the majority
and the considered labels, as shown in Equation 1. This value will be 1 for the
most frequent label and a greater value for the rest. The higher IRperLabel
is, the larger will be the imbalance level for the considered label.
Y|Y |
|D|

argmax(
h(y  , Yi ))

IRperLabel(y) =

y  =Y1

i=1

,

|D|




h(y, Yi ) =

1 y ∈ Yi
.
0 y∈
/ Yi

(1)

h(y, Yi )

i=1

– MeanIR: This measure will oﬀer a value which represents the average level
of imbalance in an MLD, obtained as shown in Equation 2.
Y|Y |
1 
MeanIR =
(IRperLabel(y)).
|Y |

(2)

y=Y1

– CVIR: This is the coeﬃcient of variation of IRperLabel, and is calculated as
shown in Equation 3. It will indicate if all labels suﬀer from a similar level of
imbalance or, on the contrary, there are big diﬀerences in them. The higher
is the CVIR the larger will be this diﬀerence.

CVIR =

IRperLabelσ
,
MeanIR


Y
|Y |

2
(IRperLabel(y) - MeanIR)


IRperLabelσ =
.
|Y | − 1
y=Y1

(3)
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Table 1 shows the MeanIR and CVIR for the datasets used in the experimentation conducted for the present study. As we will see in the discussion on Section
4, these values would be enough to get a ﬁrst glimpse to know the imbalance
level in MLDs.
3.2

LP-RUS and LP-ROS: Random Undersampling and
Oversampling for MLC

The existent undersampling and oversampling methods cannot be directly used
in MLC, as they are designed to work with one output class label only. Furthermore, these methods assume that there are only one minority label and
one majority label. Thus, an approach to preprocess MLDs, which have a set
of labels as output and several of them could be considered minority/majority
labels, is needed. In this paper we propose two methods aimed to undersample
and oversample MLDs, called LP-RUS and LP-ROS. Both are based on the LP
transformation method [11], which has been used in order to transform MLDs,
in classiﬁcation algorithms such as RAkEL [22] and HOMER [23], and also to
complete other kinds of tasks, such as the stratiﬁed partitioning of MLDs [24].
Therefore, LP-RUS and LP-ROS will interpret each labelset as class identiﬁer
while preprocessing an MLD.
LP-RUS is a multi-label undersampling method that deletes random samples
of majority labelsets, until the MLD D is reduced to a 75% of its original size.
This method works as follows:
1: procedure LP-RUS(D)
2:
samplesT oDelete ← |D| * 0.25
 25% size reduction
3:
for i = 1 → |labelsets| do  Group samples according to their labelsets
4:
labelSetBagi ← samplesW ithLabelset(i)
5:
end for
6:
 Calculate the average number of samples per labelset
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:

meanSize ← 1/|labelsets| ∗

|labelsets|

i=1

|labelSetBagi|

 Obtain majority labels bags
for each labelSetBagi in labelSetBag do
if |labelSetBagi| > meanSize then
majBagi ← labelSetBagi
end if
end for
meanReduction ← samplesT oDelete/|majBag|
majBag ← SortF romSmallestT oLargest(majBag)
 Calculate # of instances to delete and remove them
for each majBagi in majBag do
reductionBagi ← min(|majBagi | − meanSize, meanReduction)
remainder ← meanReduction − reductionBagi
distributeAmongBagsj>i (remainder)
for n = 1 → reductionBagi do
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22:
x ← random(1, |majBagi |)
23:
deleteSample(majBagi, x)
24:
end for
25:
end for
26: end procedure

The procedure described above aims to achieve a labelset representation in
the MLD as close as possible to an uniform distribution. However, since a limit
on the minimum dataset size has been established, a certain degree of imbalance
among the labelsets could remain in the MLD. In any case, the imbalance level
always will be lower than in the original dataset.
LP-ROS is a multi-label oversampling method that works cloning random
samples of minority labelsets, until the size of the MLD is a 25% larger than the
original. The procedure followed is analogous to the described above for LP-RUS.
In this case, a collection of minority groups minBagi with (|labelsetBagi| <
meanSize) is obtained, a meanIncrement = #samplesGenerate/#minBag is
calculated, and processing the minority groups from the largest to the smallest
an individual increment for each minBagi is determined. If a minBagi reaches
meanSize samples before incrementBagi instances have been added, the excess
is distributed among the others minBag. Therefore, the labelsets with a lower
representation will be beneﬁted from a bigger number of clones, aiming to adjust
the labelset representation to an uniform distribution as in the case of LP-RUS.

4
4.1

Experimentation and Analysis
Experimental Framework

Four MLDs from the MULAN repository [21] were selected in order to test the
proposed preprocessing methods. These are shown in Table 1, along with some
measures which characterize them: number of attributes, samples, and labels,
the average number of labels per sample, and the previously proposed measures
related to the imbalance level. As can be seen, there are datasets with a variety
of values in Card and Dens, as well as some big diﬀerences in the number of
labels, attributes, samples, and the imbalance measures. The goal is to analyze
how the proposed preprocessing methods work with MLDs which are not similar,
but quite diﬀerent.
Table 1. Characterization measures of datasets used in experimentation
Dataset #Attributes #Samples #Labels
Card Dens MeanIR CVIR
CAL500
68
502
174 26.0438 0.1497 20.5778 1.0871
499
5000
374 3.5220 0.0094 189.5676 1.5266
Corel5k
1186
662
27 1.2523 0.0464 37.3146 1.4494
genbase
294
2407
6 1.0740 0.1790
1.2538 0.1222
scene

The high M eanIR and CV IR values for Corel5k and genbase suggest that
these MLDs are the most imbalanced, and therefore they could be the more
beneﬁted from the preprocesing. The CAL500 measurements also indicate a
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certain level of imbalance, but CV IR is signiﬁcantly lower than in the case
of Corel5k and genbase, as is M eanIR. Finally, the values associated to scene
denote its nature of well balanced MLD, being a dataset which does not need
any preprocessing.
These datasets have been partitioned using a 5x2 folds cross validation scheme,
and the training partitions have been preprocessed with LP-RUS and LP-ROS.
Regarding the MLC algorithms, the following methods were selected: BR-C4.5
[9], CLR [25], RAkEL [22], and IBLR-ML [26]. Each MLC algorithm was run
over the base datasets, without any preprocessing, as well as using the datasets
once they had been processed with LP-RUS and LP-ROS, respectively.
In the MLC ﬁeld more than a dozen evaluation measures have been deﬁned [1].
In this study to assess the inﬂuence of the preprocessing methods the following
have been used: accuracy (Equation 4), precision (Equation 5) and recall (Equation 6). In these expressions Yi is the set of real labels associated to the instance
xi , whereas h(xi ) would be the set of labels predicted by the multi-label classiﬁer.
|D|
1  |Yi ∩ h(xi )|
(4)
Accuracy =
|D| i=1 |Yi ∪ h(xi )|
|D|

1  |Yi ∩ h(xi )|
P recision =
|D| i=1 |h(xi )|

|D|

(5)

1  |Yi ∩ h(xi )|
Recall =
(6)
|D| i=1
|Yi |

Accuracy is a measure which assess the positive and negative predictive performance of the classiﬁer, while precision is focused in the positive predictive
performance only. Recall is a measure used often in conjunction with precision,
and in this context will be useful to know the proportion of true active labels
which has been predicted.
4.2

Results and Analysis

In Table 2 the accuracy for each conﬁguration without preprocessing (noted as
Base), with LP-RUS, and with LP-ROS are shown, and best values are highlighted in bold. It can be observed that LP-ROS always improves the results of
Corel5k, and almost always in the case of genbase. These are the datasets with
highest MeanIR and CVIR values. This implies that they are the most imbalanced in average, and that the diﬀerences in imbalance level among their samples
is bigger than in the other MLDs, and that is something which LP-ROS is able
to partially ﬁx. The MeanIR of CAL500 is signiﬁcantly lower, as is its CVIR. LPROS considerably improves the result of this MLD when processed with CLR,
while losing narrowly with the others MLC algorithms. LP-RUS achieves some
ties and slightly improves the result of CAL500/IBLR-ML. The scene dataset,
characterized by a very low MeanIR and CVIR which denotes its nature of more
balanced MLD, is the only one without any improvements.
Accuracy assesses positive and negative predictive performance. Table 3 shows
the evaluation of results in terms of precision, a measure which only quantiﬁes
the positive predictive performance. This measure is generally used in conjunction
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Table 2. Accuracy values on test sets
Dataset
CAL-500
CAL-500
CAL-500
CAL-500
Corel5k
Corel5k
Corel5k
Corel5k
genbase
genbase
genbase
genbase
scene
scene
scene
scene

Algorithm
BR-J48
RAkEL-BR
CLR
IBLR-ML
BR-J48
RAkEL-BR
CLR
IBLR-ML
BR-J48
RAkEL-BR
CLR
IBLR-ML
BR-J48
RAkEL-BR
CLR
IBLR-ML

Table 3. Precision values on test sets
Dataset
CAL-500
CAL-500
CAL-500
CAL-500
Corel5k
Corel5k
Corel5k
Corel5k
genbase
genbase
genbase
genbase
scene
scene
scene
scene

Algorithm
BR-J48
RAkEL-BR
CLR
IBLR-ML
BR-J48
RAkEL-BR
CLR
IBLR-ML
BR-J48
RAkEL-BR
CLR
IBLR-ML
BR-J48
RAkEL-BR
CLR
IBLR-ML

Base
0.4398
0.4398
0.6364
0.2859
0.3643
0.3643
0.4620
0.0598
0.9947
0.9947
0.9946
0.9899
0.6752
0.6752
0.6926
0.8230

LP-RUS LP-ROS
0.4398 0.3448
0.4398 0.3448
0.6364 0.5756
0.2864 0.2776
0.3638 0.1968
0.3638 0.1968
0.4294 0.3624
0.0451 0.0805
0.9947 0.9939
0.9947 0.9939
0.9946 0.9916
0.9895 0.9922
0.6811 0.5989
0.6811 0.5989
0.6998 0.6412
0.8164 0.7116

Base
0.2135
0.2135
0.1787
0.1922
0.0586
0.0586
0.0360
0.0315
0.9842
0.9842
0.9837
0.9790
0.5318
0.5318
0.5242
0.6786

LP-RUS
0.2135
0.2135
0.1787
0.1926
0.0480
0.0480
0.0292
0.0235
0.9839
0.9839
0.9812
0.9770
0.5294
0.5294
0.5194
0.6683

LP-ROS
0.2060
0.2060
0.2116
0.1900
0.0607
0.0607
0.0446
0.0368
0.9844
0.9844
0.9754
0.9804
0.4648
0.4648
0.4662
0.6088

Table 4. Recall values on test sets
Dataset
CAL-500
CAL-500
CAL-500
CAL-500
Corel5k
Corel5k
Corel5k
Corel5k
genbase
genbase
genbase
genbase
scene
scene
scene
scene

Algorithm
BR-J48
RAkEL-BR
CLR
IBLR-ML
BR-J48
RAkEL-BR
CLR
IBLR-ML
BR-J48
RAkEL-BR
CLR
IBLR-ML
BR-J48
RAkEL-BR
CLR
IBLR-ML

Base LP-RUS LP-ROS
0.2964 0.2964 0.3446
0.2964 0.2964 0.3446
0.2016 0.2016 0.2584
0.3722 0.3723 0.3782
0.0640 0.0516 0.0789
0.0640 0.0516 0.0789
0.0378 0.0307 0.0491
0.0721 0.0690 0.0856
0.9896 0.9892 0.9904
0.9896 0.9892 0.9904
0.9885 0.9858 0.9820
0.9867 0.9854 0.9867
0.6295 0.6222 0.5826
0.6295 0.6222 0.5826
0.6574 0.6454 0.6178
0.6884 0.6809 0.6956

with recall (shown in Table 4), which is deﬁned as the number of positive predictions versus real positives ratio.
Analyzing the eﬀect of preprocessing methods with respect to precision and
recall measures, the following can be observed: LP-ROS improves the recall
in 12 of 16 conﬁgurations, but decreasing the precision. This means that LPROS produces a better coverage of labels which are present in the MLDs, but
introducing false positives. On the contrary, LP-RUS improves the precision in
some of the conﬁgurations, but the results with respect to recall are worse than
the obtained by LP-ROS. This is due to the removing of false positives, but it also
reduces the coverage of labels which should be present. When the preprocessing
methods are applied to the scene dataset the results are not improved because
of, as MeanIR and CVIR show, it could be considered as a balanced MLD.
From the analysis of these results, considering accuracy, precision and recall, it
is possible to see that the LP-RUS preprocessing method, which reduces samples
of the majority labelsets, obtains a slight improvement in precision but with
signiﬁcant costs. Intuitively, a labelset with a high representation in the MLD has
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to be conformed by frequent labels, but the results show that frequent labelsets
can include individual labels with low presence in other samples of the MLD.
Thus, this preprocessing method reduces the presence of the most frequent labels,
but also deletes samples in which not so frequent labels appear.
On the other hand, LP-ROS is a preprocessing method able to produce a general improvement, taking into account both positive and negative performance
prediction (determined by means of accuracy, precision and recall measures),
when applied over imbalanced MLDs. LP-ROS is a ﬁrst approach to face with
the imbalance problem for MLDs, and can be considered as a simple and eﬃcient approach to improve the results of diﬀerent MLC algorithms for imbalanced
MLDs, i.e. with high MeanIR and CVIR values.

5

Conclusions

The classiﬁcation with imbalanced datasets problem has been deeply studied,
but almost limited until now to binary and multi-class contexts. In this paper
two measures aimed to evaluate the imbalance level in MLDs, together with two
preprocessing algorithms, have been proposed, and the experimentation made
to validate them has been described. LP-RUS is a random undersampling algorithm, whereas LP-ROS does random oversampling, in both cases taking as
class value the labelset assigned to each data instance.
The proposed measures can be used to assess the imbalance level, and being
able to decide if a certain MLD could be beneﬁted from the proposed preprocessing methods. We advanced in subsection 4.1, with the information oﬀered
by this measures, that Corel5k and genbase would be the most beneﬁted MLDs,
and that scene should not be preprocessed as it do not suﬀered from imbalance.
The results discussed in subsection 4.2 have endorsed our hypothesis.
Among the two preprocessing algorithms proposed, LP-ROS obtains the best
results considering diﬀerent quality measures. We conclude that the multi-label
oversampling accomplished by LP-ROS is able to improve classiﬁcation results
when it is applied to MLDs with large level of imbalance, such as Corel5k and
genbase, whatever MLC algorithm is used.
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